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The abstract is what users and researches will read when deciding whether an article pertains
to their interests and needs. The submitted abstract is an extremely important representation of
the work that will be presented at the conference and must be self-contained, scientifically sound,
well-written and grammatically correct.
Authors may prepare their abstracts using any word processor and submit it either as a text file
in MS-Word (.doc or .docx) format or as a .pdf file. The abstract must not exceed one A4 page
and should conform with the writing style specified in this document. The page margins must be
2.54cm (1in) top, bottom, left, and right. Single line spacing should be used. The Title should be
in bold, centered 17pt Times New Roman; the author names follow after a blank line and should
be in centered 11pt Times New Roman; the presenting author’s name should be underlined; the
affiliations follow after a blank line and should be in centered 10pt Times New Roman; the body
of the abstract follows after two blank lines and should be in 12pt Times New Roman, fully
justified.
The abstract may contain mathematical equations, figures, tables, or references. It should
include three or four different keywords or phrases, as this will help readers to find it.
Authors should adhere to the above guidelines and limitations; otherwise, it is likely that they
will be will be asked to edit their abstract accordingly.
Index Terms — Index terms follow after a blank line after the end of the abstract’s text, in 12pt
Times New Roman.
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